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High-power lithium-ion batteries are being deployed in various transportation carriers such as hybrid, 
plug-in, or full electric vehicles recently. Capacity fade of lithium cells regarding temperature and 
charging/discharging rates are being the significant barrier that mitigates its widespread 
commercialization in the electric vehicle (EV) market. This presentation will introduce a novel 
accelerated reliability test for Li-ion batteries named double dynamic stress accelerated degradation 
test (D2SADT). Compared to the constant temperature and power degradation tests for Li-ion 
batteries, D2SADT takes an advantage to improve the accuracy of prediction since it is more realistic 
for driving conditions of EVs by considering the various temperature and power. The D2SADT 
contains two controllable dynamic stress variables: the environmental factor corresponding to the 
temperature cycling and the power factor corresponding to the charging/discharging currents and 
times. They can be implemented simultaneously, and followed by a reference power test (RPT) at a 
certain period to compute the cell capacity.  

The test results show that the D2SADT accelerated the power fade of the Li-ion batteries for all 
temperature cycling conditions, and two types of Li-Co and LiFePO4 batteries. For instance, the cell 
capacity of the Li-Co battery decreases near 10 % after testing about 1,400 hours regarding 18 
temperature cycles (-15~45oC) and 900 dynamic charging /discharging power cycles. Compared to 
the constant stress test, D2SADT represents a considerable test times in evaluating the capacity fade 
of Li-ion batteries. Furthermore, D2SADTs completely demonstrate the variation of activation 
energies of cell capacity during the test period. The decreasing part of activation energy implies that 
the degraded electrode becomes less sensitive to temperature history (cycling). The test is ongoing 
and the updated results are under analysis to help us understand the degradation mechanism of Li-ion 
batteries by more realistic test conditions.     
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